“A Passion for Excellence”

Wireless Security Watch
The award-winning watch literally puts peace of mind and comfort
within arm’s reach—providing homeowners with simple, singlebutton control of their security system, lights, garage doors and
more!
Cutting-edge technology in the simplest, most user-friendly form
imaginable. All the great features of a 5804 four-button wireless key
are combined with the practicality and durability of a Timex™ digital
watch. It’s no longer necessary to carry a separate remote key fob;
controlling the security system is always right at the user’s
fingertips. Simplified operation helps reduce false alarms.
The 5804 Wireless Security Watch – by combining the ease of remote control with the
practicality of a sporty Timex™ digital timepiece, the watch literally puts security and
convenience within arm’s reach. There are no codes to remember and no complicated
procedures to learn—the push of a single button is all it takes to arm or disarm a security
system.
With the appropriate peripherals, the 5804 Watch can be programmed to easily perform a
multitude of security and home control functions automatically—such as arming the system
in "Stay" mode, operating lights, appliances and garage doors. When used as a digital sports
watch, the 5804 can function as an alarm clock and beep to remind the homeowner of
important appointments. Users can even simultaneously clock the time to run a mile and the
time it takes to run each lap.
Attractive and durable, the 5804 Watch is water resistant up to 10 meters, and features an
INDIGLO™ Light for easy night-time viewing. Simplified operation helps reduce false alarms
and training costs.
The 5804 Watch is the newest product member of ADEMCO’s 5804 family of remote
controls; which includes the 5804 keychain, the 5804 four-button remote control, the awardwinning 5804BD remote with status feedback; and the popular 5804BDV Talking BiDirectional Wireless Key—the handheld remote device that provides system status feedback
in plain-spoken English. The Wireless Security Watch is compatible with ADEMCO’s
5881ENL, 5881ENM, 5881ENH and 6150RF Wireless Receivers.
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